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coreldraw graphics suite x4 was an intuitive application designed for professional and occasional users of graphic design. whether users are designing a company logo as a one-off project or juggling a continuous workload of graphic design projects,
coreldraw x4 was at the heart of the designers workflow. corel photo-paint x4 is a completely redesigned and improved version of corel photo-paint x3. it features a fresh interface, a set of new brushes and effects, and a new way to paint. whether you are a
beginner or a professional, your artistic skills will soon be put to the test. when you're ready to share what you've created, don't settle for a simple.jpeg; it's easy to introduce artifacts and artifacts are hard to remove. with coreldraw graphics suite, you can

easily export the final file to a wide variety of formats including.tif,.psd,.pdf,.jpeg,.tiff,.png, and.tiff. plus, you can add and modify text, shapes, lines, and more. with the new coreldraw bridge, your files can be integrated into other applications, such as word,
so they can be edited within the same software that you've used to create them. even when you have to touch up a photo, coreldraw graphics suite delivers. and with over 30 improvements to the paint tools in the new 2.0 version, you'll be able to create

more professional-looking results in no time. additionally, the streamlined interface makes it easy to get started right away, and coreldraw features a new interface that's also easier to navigate and customize, allowing you to easily create, customize, share,
and publish your documents. with coreldraw graphics suite, your creativity is just one click away.
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create and print beautiful books and scrapbooks with customizable templates and border styles.
with both the standard and flash templates, you can print a photo in full color or black and white.

you can also print the photos in a variety of sizes, including square, landscape, and portrait. create
pages for your photo books, then add photos to the pages with the coreldraw photo album,

arrange photos and album effects. easily organize your photos by placing them in albums, using
the rearrange images function. rearrange images in any orientation, and you can also

automatically create folders for each year or month of your life. or, use a variety of coreldraw
photo album effects to add creative and artistic touches to your photos. create photo collages

using the various layouts, borders and effects. add text, frames, and images in a variety of themes
to your photos. easily crop areas of your photo to alter the focus using composition guides, golden

ratio and rule of thirds. resize with ease using one of several presets, or resize by pixels,
percentage or print size. the new “auto” feature enables direct editing of rgbe images in a single
operation. it can be used to correct color shifts, correct color balance, remove dust spots, draw

patterns and shapes, and even resize photos. the new "auto" feature enables direct editing of rgbe
images in a single operation. it can be used to correct color shifts, correct color balance, remove

dust spots, draw patterns and shapes, and even resize photos. an all-in-one package with
everything you need to turn your photos into unique, professional-quality prints. adobe photoshop

elements 9 is an easy and complete way to edit your digital photos and save them to print.
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